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INC: IMPORTANT MESSAGE GUARDIAN-A SMART DOCK TO HELP YOU GUARD THE IMP

Important message guardian‐A smart dock to help you guard the
important message
Abstract
Modern standby (MSC) is a good and popular mechanism in computer industry. We use it to
replace the S3 as the default shipping configuration. However, when user get into MSC by
close lid, we always miss important or critical message of your computer since the computer
is in deep low power mode and cannot do things that consumer more computing power. For
example, turn on display to display something, nerveless, your lid is closed. Dock is a good
product whatever in home or office to provide persistent power and extent communication
source for computer. That is the reason why it is a good mate to help laptop do something it
cannot do. To solve the pain point, we provide a solution to alarm important message of
laptop to user by:
Dock + AI to detect the emergency + LED indicator + External BLE devices.

Method
MSC is to let computer go into low power mode and can do very limited things, you can
think it is just like one man be tied hands or get tired and cannot do much job. Dock is
connecting to external power source ,so there is no power limitation while system in MSC
mode .Moreover the dock always connected with laptop. It is just like a friend can use his
hand to help you do something.

Dock is a good product no matter at home or office to connect to laptop to deliver power as
well as extend connection ports. In addition, BLE modules in Dock can extend the alarm
message since there is many BLE devices on the market and BLE is broadcast type
information and follow simple standard protocol. Conclude all, this is the reason why we
provide a solution to alert important message to user by one Dock with BLE module. Our
solution can provide better user experience by using dock do the alarming to keep the
laptop in deep sleep mode, besides of that using emotion detection to help user know the
priority of the important events.
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In addition to using it as an alert, we can another important benefit from the solution is that
frequency power on/off transaction of whole system is not good and the charging ability of
battery. Besides of that, easy to hit BSOD or system crash since the on/off transaction count
is easy to be increasing to much more than the test criteria.
Here we propose our solution by:
•

An embedded Linux in dock side.

•

A control component to catch the network packet.

•

A housekeeping component to do connection and display.

•

A BLE module in dock side—to connect the on‐hand BLE wristbands or small
tokens.

•

A software GUI app in PC side to configure the dock.

The following is the structure.

We use RGB multi color LED indicator to show important event happen in laptop by different
color temperature and a build in BLE module to connect external BLE devices and transmit
messages to BLE client devices.
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The following is the function block of the Dock.

The following is the explaination.
1. Linux daemon is used to exchange information by IPC message with different module.
2. Digital data is gotten by VOIP/Email manager which will judge if it is a VOIP voice call or
chat message or files.
3. If it is VOIP call ,turn on LED with preset fix color (warning level1) and fix color
temperature. All of these are predefined by laptop side config APP.
4. If it is the warning of near coming meeting, turn on LED with presetting color warning
level2.
5. If it is chat message ,deliver it to Azure cloud by cloud recognition API through Restful
interface and get the result [result ,and weight].
6. If the result indicates positive emotion ,showing presetting color level with preset
color,and set the color temperature of the LED accord the weight of API result , the more
weight the higher color temperature . and sending the alert message through BLE
channel if there is pre pair BLE device.

The following is the function block of the VOIP email control manager.
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1. Zoom daemon, Skype daemon, Team daemon, outlook daemon will send IPC trigger
event to VOIP/Email manager if new message coming.
2. After that , VOIP/Email control manager will get the content of each by the triggered
process ID, and get the content of each process by outlook, zoom, skype, teams API
and deliver the content to Restful engine to access Azure AI Emotional analysis
daemon.
3. The result of Azure AI Emotional analysis daemon is an [emotion tag||weight] which is
the value to the LED control daemon to set the light of LED and color temperature.

The following is the BLE mobile device APP function flow.

Disclosed by David Ke, Joshua Ho, HP Inc.
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